
INSTRUCTIONS Custom Display Table

Includes:
3 Shelves (A, B, C)
1 Display Board (D)
1 Display Head (E)
4 Pole Segments (F)
2 Pole Headers (G)

Now place the top shelf (B) onto the top of the 
display board with the textured side facing up. 
In the same way that you connected the display 
board to the base, be sure that the display board 
is clipped within all of the shelf ’s edges. There 
are oval tabs on the top shelf that will align with 
the oval shaped holes on the display board.

Place base shelf (A) on the floor. Be sure to orient 
the shelf with the textured side on the ground 
and the smooth side facing upwards.

Take the display board (D) and clip it into the 
shelf ’s edges. The front of the display board 
should be aligned with the arc of the shelf ’s 
base. There are oval tabs on the base shelf that 
will align with the oval shaped holes on the 
display board. Be sure to fold the white flaps of 
the board so that they are tucked into the ridges 
along the backside of the base shelf.
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Place the middle shelf (C) onto the supports that 
are located at the midpoint of the display board. 
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Take one pole pair (F) and connect them. Repeat 
with second pole pair. Place each assembled 
pole through the slots located on the top shelf, 
making sure the base of each pole aligns with the 
indents on the middle shelf.

Remove strip from pole headers to expose 
adhesive. Place each on the display head (E) in 
the marked spots making sure the open ends are 
pointing downward.

Attach the display head (E) to the top of the 
poles. If the booth is too high for you to place 
the display head on the top of the poles, attach 
the display head to the top of the poles prior to 
placing them through the slots located on the 
top shelf.
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